A collaboration consultation with CDW’s experts can help you determine how to keep users connected — and productive — across multiple platforms and devices. We’ll work with you on a custom plan to meet your organization’s collaboration needs.

**The Office — Anywhere You Need It**

Organizations face a serious challenge in delivering the tools their users need, when and where they need them. When users are capable of working from anywhere at any time, they improve their efficiency and their productivity. Microsoft’s Cloud Suite, including elements such as Office 365, delivers this capability. The effect is even greater when these Microsoft tools are put into action with solutions from other CDW technology partners.

**Turbocharge Your Meetings**

Integrating Microsoft Cloud Suite solutions with tools such as videoconferencing hardware from Polycom can provide a far more effective collaboration environment. The more robust the communication among your users, the more productive their meetings will be.

**Get the Job Done from Anywhere**

Delivering collaboration software via the cloud means users can get the tools they need no matter where they go. They’ll remain productive at home, on the road, at the airport — anywhere.

**Let Everyone Work Together**

**Productivity** software such as Office 365 and creativity apps from Adobe allow users to sync their work and share it easily. Enabling users to collaborate seamlessly boosts efficiency.

*Source: Smartsheet, “2017 State of Enterprise Collaboration,” June 2017*

90% The percentage of IT decision-makers who say the use of multiple cloud collaboration tools has made workers more productive.

Get started now. Consult your account manager at 800.800.4239